Abstract-We propose a novel family of nonlinear diffusion equations and apply it to the problem of segmentation of multivalued images. We show that this family can be viewed as an extension of stabilized inverse diffusion equations (SIDEs) which were proposed for restoration, enhancement, and segmentation of scalar-valued signals and images in [39]. Our new diffusion equations can process vector-valued images defined on arbitrary graphs which makes them well suited for segmentation. In addition, we introduce novel ways of utilizing the shape information during the diffusion process. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods on a large number of segmentation tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE use of partial differential equations in image processing has been developed over the last twenty years for various tasks such as restoration, reconstruction, and segmentation, among others (see, for example, [32] , [37] , [44] , [45] , and references therein). The input image is treated as the initial data for a diffusion-like differential equation [24] , [35] , [56] , [58] . The unknown in this equation is usually a function of three variables: two spatial variables (one for each image dimension) and scale. This function of three variables is called the scale-space, and is alternatively viewed as a collection of two-dimensional (2-D) images, one image for every value of the scale parameter.
The scale is sometimes also called time because of the similarity of such equations to evolution equations encountered in physics. In fact, one of the starting points of this line of investigation was the observation [56] , [58] that smoothing an image with Gaussians of varying width is equivalent to solving the linear heat diffusion equation with the image as the initial condition. Specifically, the solution to the heat equation at time is the convolution of its initial condition with a Gaussian of variance . Gaussian filtering has been used both to remove noise and as a pre-processor for edge detection procedures [9] . It has serious drawbacks, however: it displaces and removes important image features, such as edges, corners, and T-junctions. The interpretation of Gaussian filtering as a linear diffusion led to the design of other, nonlinear, evolution equations, which better preserve these features [34] , [35] , [42] , [44] , [55] . For example, one motivation for the work in [35] is achieving both noise removal and edge enhancement through the use of an equation which in essence acts as an unstable inverse diffusion near edges and as a stable linear-heat-equation-like diffusion in homogeneous regions without edges.
The anisotropic diffusions introduced in [15] and [35] were the point of departure for the development of stabilized inverse diffusion equations (SIDEs) in [39] . It was shown in [39] that SIDEs may be viewed as a conceptually limiting case of the PeronaMalik diffusions. As shown in [39] , the scale-space of such an equation is a family of piecewise-constant approximations of the original image, with larger values of the scale parameter corresponding to approximations at coarser resolutions. Since the approximations are piecewise-constant, the scale-space can also be viewed as a fine-to-coarse family of segmentations of the image, and the process of evolution can be viewed as a regionmerging procedure whereby pairs of regions get recursively merged to result in progressively coarser segmentations. SIDEs are therefore naturally suited to the problem of image segmentation. Their effectiveness for the segmentation of grayscale images was shown in [39] . It was also experimentally demonstrated in [39] that SIDEs are robust to noise outliers and blurring, and their optimality for certain estimation problems was proved in [38] and [47] . In addition, SIDEs lend themselves to faster algorithms than other evolution equations, since region merging reduces the dimensionality of the system during evolution.
Since they produce piecewise-constant approximations, however, the original SIDEs are not well suited to the problem of texture segmentation. This difficulty is common to many texture analysis problems, and is typically overcome with a preprocessing step which extracts features from a textured image [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] , [21] , [22] , [26] - [28] , [43] , [48] , [49] , [51] - [53] . The goal of feature extraction is to obtain data which is closer to being piecewise-constant than the original textured image. We use the output of a Gabor filter bank as the feature image, following a large body of literature (see, e.g., [6] , [14] , [21] , [22] , [26] , [43] , [49] , [48] , and [51] ) which has shown the effectiveness of Gabor features for texture analysis. If there are filters in the Gabor filter bank, then each pixel of the feature image has values. (We note here that other features can be used, and also that there exist many other situations which can give rise to vector-valued image data, such as color images or outputs from multiple sensors [23] .) In Section II, we introduce vector-valued diffusions which can segment such vector-valued images. We propose a novel, flexible way of weighting the features during the evolution which allows us, for example, to weight fine-scale features more heavily at the beginning of the evolution-i.e., for small values of -and to weight coarse-scale features more heavily during the later stages of the evolution. We in addition develop a novel general way of introducing into our diffusion equations the information about the shapes of the image regions. This is done in Section II where our diffusion is interpreted as a gradient descent procedure for a certain energy functional. Both the structure of the underlying space where the gradient descent occurs, and the energy functional itself, are dependent on the image regions.
We illustrate our algorithm in Section IV by applying it to segmenting noisy color images. Section V provides a thorough experimental evaluation of our algorithm. We show that it outperforms several existing methods in a variety of texture segmentation tasks. We give several examples of segmentation of natural images in Section VI.
II. SIDES FOR VECTOR-VALUED IMAGES DEFINED ON AN ARBITRARY DOMAIN

A. Scalar-Valued Diffusions on an Arbitrary Domain
We define a real-valued image on an arbitrary finite set of points as any function which assigns a real number to every point in . In our segmentation tasks, it is important to define adjacency relationships on the points in , and therefore we assume that is the set of nodes of an undirected graph where the set of links consists of unordered pairs of distinct nodes. If is a link, we say that the nodes and are neighbors. For example, could be a finite 2-D rectangular grid where each node has four neighbors: east, west, north, and south, as in Fig. 1(a) .
We let be the total number of nodes and, without loss of generality, denote the nodes by the integers , i.e., we assume that . An image can then be thought of as an -dimensional vector:
. We, moreover, use to denote a parametric family of images defined on the set for all values of a continuous-valued nonnegative scale parameter , and we call the collection of images a scale-space. To describe the specific scale-space that we use in this paper, we need the following further definitions. . Given a partition of the set into disjoint regions, we let -be the set of all pairs of neighbor regions in , and we let be the set of all regions in that are neighbors of a region . For example, a partition consisting of three regions is shown in Fig. 1(a) . In this example, each region is a neighbor of the other two.
For any partition of , we let be the set of all piecewise constant images which are constant over each region . One such image, for the partition in Fig. 1(a) , is shown in Fig. 1(b) . We use to denote the intensity of any such image within region . Note that is a vector space. To impose a metric on this space, we define the following inner product: (1) where is a positive weight function which enables us to weight the contributions of various regions differently. For example, may encode some information about the shape (or size, or location) of .
We consider functionals defined for images in which have the following form:
where is a positive weight function with , and is such that and its derivative, , is positive for . The function allows us to assign different weights to different pairs of regions, according to, for example, the shape or length of the boundary between and .
Given an image , we generate a scale-space by solving the following gradient descent procedure for :
where is the derivative of with respect to the scale parameter , and stands for the gradient in the space equipped with the inner product (1). We now show how to implement this descent equation. These images then constitute an orthonormal basis for . Proof: Using (1), it is easily shown that these images are orthonormal. Since is an -dimensional space, they form an orthonormal basis for . The three indicator functions for the regions of Fig. 1 (a) are shown in Fig. 1(c) -(e). They form an orthogonal basis for the space defined by the partition of Fig. 1 (a) (and if , then this basis is orthonormal).
Proposition 1:
The gradient descent procedure (3) can be equivalently written 1 as follows:
for (5) where is the derivative of . Proof: As shown in Lemma 1, the vectors illustrated in Fig. 1(c) -(e) form an orthonormal basis for the space . This means that any image which is an element of the space , can be represented as a linear combination of these basis vectors where the th coefficient is the inner product of the image with the th basis vector (6) where in the last expression we have abbreviated . Equation (6) can be substituted into (2) to write the functional in terms of s. This yields the following gradient descent in the coordinates: -Using (6) again to rewrite this in terms of s, we get which is the same as (5) .
Note that the general paradigm of defining scale-spaces through various gradient descent procedures is standard [35] , [39] , [42] , [44] , [56] , and is typically implemented on a four-neighbor grid [see Fig. 1(a) ] using an energy functional of the form -In this case, the gradient is taken in the whole space equipped with the standard inner product. Note that this is a special case of our framework, with each region consisting of a single pixel, with in (1), and in (2) . A key novelty of our method consists of generalizing this pixel-based approach to arbitrary regions. Our generalization of the energy functional is (2), the standard inner product is generalized by the inner product (1), and the gradient descent occurs in the space equipped with this new inner product.
B. Vector-Valued SIDEs on an Arbitrary Domain
We have assumed so far that the image intensities are scalars. We now generalize our evolution (3), (5) to the case when each image intensity is a -dimensional vector. In this case, an image can be thought of as an -dimensional vector: , where each intensity vector is in . An intensity vector can, for example, be the vector of red, green, and blue intensities for a color image, or correspond to features extracted from a texture image. Each entry of an intensity vector is called a component.
To define a metric on the space of all intensity vectors, we use the following inner product between two intensity vectors and :
where the positive weights allow us to assign different relative importance to different components of an image. We denote the norm corresponding to this inner product by . As previously, we fix a partition of the set of nodes, and let be the set of all piecewise constant images which are constant over each region in the partition. We now use to denote the vector intensity of any such image within region . We define an inner product on the space by generalizing our definition (1) as follows: (8) where is the inner product for the intensity vectors defined in (7) .
We again generate a scale-space of images in , starting with a given image and using the descent procedure (3) where the functional is the following generalization of (2): - 
Proposition 2:
The gradient descent procedure (3) for vector-valued images can be equivalently written as follows:
for (10) Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 1. We use a SIDE energy function [19] , [39] , [59] -i.e., a function such that (11) as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . In addition, we impose that (12) as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For example, has the desired shape. With this choice of the function , (10) is well suited for segmentation since it encourages the merging of pairs of neighbor regions. Specifically, as we presently show, the two properties (11) and (12) ensure that the solution of (10) We point out that, while (10) is the gradient descent for the functional of (9), the solution of interest is not a minimum of , because of the stopping rule in Step 4 of the above algorithm. Indeed, minimizing is trivial and is achieved by any constant image, i.e., by setting for all and , to result in . Such a constant image will eventually be reached by the above algorithm if no stopping rule is used. We now describe the methodology for evaluating the performance of our algorithm in the color and texture segmentation experiments of Sections IV and V. If the true region is whereas the region extracted by our algorithm is , we define the mismatch between the true and estimated regions as the set of all nodes which are in one of these regions but not in their intersection
We assume in all our experiments that the target number of regions is given. The mismatch between the ground truth partition and the partition extracted by our algorithm is defined for any permutation of the indexes as follows:
To characterize the performance of our segmentation algorithm, we choose the best match as follows:
Then we define ---i.e., the error percentage is defined as the ratio (in percent) of the number of mismatched pixels to the total number of pixels.
IV. SEGMENTATION OF COLOR IMAGES
We first illustrate our segmentation algorithm by applying it to color images which are viewed as -valued images with red, green, and blue components. In these experiments, we use , set to be the area of region (i.e., the number of nodes in ), initialize each pixel to be a separate region, and use an eight-neighbor model where the neighbors of pixel are the eight pixels surrounding . We set to be the length of the boundary between and -i.e., the number of such links that and .
A. Experiment 1: A Simple Shape
We start by applying our vector-valued SIDE to the color image in Fig. 3 . The image in Fig. 3(a) consists of two regions: two of its three color components undergo an abrupt change at the boundary between the regions. More precisely, the {red, green, blue} component values are for the background and for the square. Each component is corrupted with independent white Gaussian noise whose standard deviation is 0.4. The resulting image (normalized in order to make every pixel of every component be between 0 and 1) is shown in Fig. 3(b) . We evolve our vector-valued SIDE on the noisy image, until exactly two regions remain. The final boundary, superimposed onto the initial image, is depicted in Fig. 3(c) . The algorithm is very accurate in locating the boundary: the error set occupies less than 0.5% of the pixels for this 100 100 image. This is a typical result, as confirmed by Table I which shows segmentation results for 100 different white Gaussian noise realizations with standard deviation 0.4 added to the noise-free image of Fig. 3(a) . The average error in these experiments is 0.7%.
B. Experiment 2: A Complicated Shape
A similar experiment, with the same level of noise, is conducted for a more complicated shape, whose image is in Fig. 4(a) . The result of processing the noisy image of Fig. 4(b) is shown in Fig. 4(c) . In this 100 100 image, of the pixels are errors. The results of a Monte Carlo experiment with 100 different noise realizations are recorded in the bottom row of Table I , showing that the average error is 0.8%.
V. TEXTURE SEGMENTATION
A. Feature Extraction
The use of Gabor features [13] , [17] is a well-established strategy in the texture analysis literature [6] , [14] , [21] , [22] , [26] , [43] , [48] , [49] , [51] . We adopt Gabor energy features from [26] , [48] , and [51] . These features depend on three parameters: orientation , scale , and frequency , which we abbreviate as . Given an image , the Gabor energy feature at orientation , scale , and frequency is calculated by filtering the image with a pair of Gabor filters and to obtain the filtered images and , respectively. These filtered images are then combined via (14) In our experiments, the Gabor filter pair is the following pair of filters with quadrature phase relation [26] , [48] , [51] :
where The frequency responses of these two filters are where Note that is a real-valued, even function and is a purely imaginary-valued, odd function. Both these filters are bandpass filters centered at in the frequency domain. Fig. 5 shows the intensity map of a pair of Gabor filters in the space and frequency domains. The even Gabor filter is presented in Fig. 5(a) , and the corresponding odd Gabor filter is in Fig. 5(c) . Fig. 5(b) shows the real part of since it is a real function in the frequency domain. Similarly, Fig. 5(d) shows the imaginary part of .
Feature selection for texture analysis is an active research area. For example, features based on wavelets [10] - [12] , [33] , [43] , [52] , [54] and wavelet packets [1] , [7] , [27] have been proposed. We emphasize that while we use the Gabor energy features in the texture segmentation experiments presented in this paper, our vector-valued diffusion algorithm of Section II can be used in conjunction with any set of features.
B. Parameter Settings
In order to accurately analyze a repetitive structure such as a texture patch, data points are needed which cover at least a few periods. We therefore assume that in our texture segmentation tasks, the areas of the regions cannot be very small, and design the evolution (10) to encourage the formation of large regions. In all the experiments, the initial segmentation takes every pixel to be a separate region. We assume that the correct number of regions is known, and stop the evolution when this number of regions is reached. At the beginning of the evolution, when most regions are small, we use fine-scale Gabor features. We use coarse-scale Gabor features toward the end of the evolution since, as small regions aggregate into larger ones, coarse-scale features become more informative. In addition, the existence of only large regions toward the end of the evolution allows us to build histograms of Gabor filter outputs within each region as suggested in, for example, [21] . These design considerations motivate the following choices for the parameters.
• To encourage relatively rapid evolution of small regions, we use where the area of is the number of nodes in . For small regions, ; however, for large the cubic term dominates and slows down the evolution of . • We evolve (10) in two stages. Each stage uses a different set of features. In stage 1, we use eight-dimensional feature vectors consisting of Gabor features at a fine scale and eight orientations. (When selecting the scales and frequencies, we use a procedure similar to [22] in order to obtain a good coverage of the frequency plane.) In stage 2, we use 325-dimensional feature vectors constructed as follows. For every region, we take 25-bin histograms of 12 Gabor features (three scales , 3, 6, four orientations per scale), and in addition we take a 25-bin histogram of the original grayscale image. 2 We stop stage 1 and start stage 2 as soon as the area of every region is at least 500 pixels.
• As in the previous section, we set and let be the length of the boundary between and . We have tried many different parameter settings and found that our segmentation results are not very sensitive to changes of the parameters. The results of such experimental sensitivity analysis for one of our experiments are reported in Section V-E.
C. Experiment 1: Two Textures, Straight Boundary
We form 90 two-texture test images using all pairs of ten Brodatz textures [8] . 3 Each test image is obtained by concatenating two 256 256 texture images. Our nonlinear diffusion is evolved until two regions remain. The results in Table II and in the top two rows of Fig. 6 show that our segmentations are very accurate, with only 0.6% average error.
D. Experiment 2: Two Textures, Random Boundary
In the second experiment, 100 test images are generated using two Brodatz textures, D4 and D84, separated by random boundaries which are 100 independent realizations of a correlated Gaussian random process. Examples of such boundaries are shown in the two bottom panels of Fig. 6(c) , and the corresponding test images are shown in Fig. 6(a) . The results are summarized in Table II and show that, again, our algorithm produces consistently reliable segmentations, with only 1.2% average error. In this experiment, it is not easy to visually discern the boundary; the boundaries extracted by our algorithm [ Fig. 6(b) ], however, are very close to the actual ones. The mismatches between the extracted boundary and the actual one are shown in Fig. 6(d) .
E. Experiment 3: Comparison to [21]
In [21] , a segmentation algorithm was developed which optimizes an objective functional obtained from a statistical model Fig. 7(a) . The corresponding segmentations produced by our algorithm are shown in Fig. 7(b) , and the mismatch between the edges found by our algorithm and the actual edges is in Fig. 7(d) . The median error percentage on this database reported in [21] is 2.65%; our median error percentage is 1.48%. The mean error percentage, estimated from the histogram given in [21] , is about 5%; our mean error percentage is 2.23%. The histogram of the error percentage in Fig. 8(a) shows that, for most images, our algorithm's error percentage is below 5%; very few images result in large errors. 5 We note that the algorithm of [21] operates on 8 8 image blocks rather than on pixels. If we convert our segmentation results to 8 8 blocks by assigning every block to a single region according to the majority of the pixels in the block, our median and mean error percentages go up to 2.21% and 2.79%, respectively.
We in addition use the top image from Fig. 7 (a) to illustrate the robustness of our algorithm to parameter changes. We let , and run the segmentation algorithm with , 75, 100, 125, 150 and with all the other parameter values as described in Section V-B. The results shown in Table III demonstrate very similar performance of the algorithm for all five settings of PA-RAMETER1. We let PARAMETER2 be the number of bins in the Gabor histograms for Stage 2 of the algorithm, and run the algorithm with , 20, 25, 30, 35 and with all the other parameter values as described in Section V-B. As shown in Table IV , the results are identical for these five parameter settings. Similarly, starting stage 2 as soon as the area of every region is at least PARAMETER3 pixels, and setting PA-RAMETER3 to 400,450,500,550,600, also yields identical results, as shown in Table V .
Finally, we use this experiment to evaluate the running time of our region-merging algorithm. Excluding the feature extraction stage which is common to most typical texture segmentation algorithms, the average running time of the region merging itself for these 100 512 512 images is 120 seconds, with standard deviation 25 seconds, on a Pentium 4 3.0 GHz machine. The average number of iterations performed is 884, with standard deviation 48. [43] There are 12 different test images 6 in [43] which are used to evaluate many texture segmentation algorithms. For each algorithm and each test image, the segmentation in [43] is obtained using a supervised classifier trained with features extracted from training samples of every texture present in the test image. Many different algorithms are obtained by combining different feature extraction steps (Gabor filtering, DCT, wavelets, etc.) with different classifiers (learning vector quantization, feed-forward neural net, etc.). We note here that our segmentation algorithm is unsupervised and is used with the same parameter settings and features for all our texture segmentation experiments. The two algorithms from [43] whose average error percentages are the lowest, are compared in Table VI with our algorithm. For each image, we also provide the mean and the minimum error percentage over all algorithms evaluated in [43] . 7 The average error percentage for our algorithm (rightmost column) is much lower than the best average percentage for [43] . In addition, our algorithm performs well on some images where all algorithms in [43] have very high error percentages. For example, our algorithm's error percentage for the image shown in the second row of Fig. 9 (taken from [43, Fig. 11(f) ]) is 5.8%, compared to 35% for the best algorithm in [43] .
F. Experiment 4: Comparison to
Segmentation results for four of the 12 images are shown in Fig. 9 .
VI. SEGMENTATION OF NATURAL IMAGES
Segmentation of natural images is important since it is often used as the first stage of image analysis algorithms for various tasks such as database organization and retrieval, classification, detection and recognition of objects in images, compression, etc. Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of our algorithm on several images from the Berkeley segmentation dataset [3] , [30] . The desired final number of regions is application dependent; in these Fig. 10 . Segmentation of natural images from the Berkeley segmentation dataset [3] , [30] .
examples, the final number of regions is simply hand-selected for each image to produce the results which are the most visually pleasing to the authors. As in Section IV, the function is set to be the area of the region ; the remaining parameters as well as the feature extraction are the same as for the texture segmentation experiments, as described in Sections V-A and B.
While precise quantitative evaluation of the performance of our algorithm on such images is beyond the scope of this paper (indeed, analyzing the performance of a segmentation algorithm on a natural image is a challenging open problem [30] , [31] , [41] ), note that these segmentations are comparable to the ones produced by recent algorithms such as [1] , [18] , [29] , [33] , [36] , [40] . For example, our algorithm captures the outline of the small birds in the center of the top left image while the algorithm in [40] does not; in the church image, our algorithm accurately captures the outlines of the two crosses while the algorithm in [40] does not. Our segmentations of the leopard and bear images are very similar to those in [40] ; on the other hand, in the deer image the algorithm in [40] is able to segment the legs of the small deer while our algorithm is not.
VII. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We proposed a novel family of vector-valued nonlinear diffusion equations for images on arbitrary graphs and applied it to the problems of color and texture segmentation. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our method by comparing it to other algorithms on a large number of texture segmentation tasks. We also illustrated our algorithm by segmenting a number of natural images.
Our method provides a systematic way of feature-based segmentation based on minimizing an energy functional. The information about the structure of the desired regions and their boundaries can be built into the formulation. In addition, there is flexibility in utilizing various features: different features can be emphasized at different stages of the procedure.
Recent literature on segmentation comes in four broad (and overlapping) categories: graph cut methods [18] , [33] , [46] , [57] , statistical methods [5] , [7] , [11] , [12] , PDE-based methods [1] , [2] , [36] , [50] , and region merging methods [4] , [16] , [18] , [20] , [25] , [29] , [36] , [60] . Our framework falls into the last two categories; however, it is different from previously proposed approaches in several important respects. Most recent PDE-based approaches relate image edges to level sets of a (smooth) solution to a PDE. Our system, on the other hand, evolves the image itself, and explicitly forms regions. This allows for a great flexibility in using any information about the sizes, shapes, locations, and boundaries of regions to help guide the evolution. Unlike the traditional region merging methods, however, the fact that our process is the solution to a system of ordinary differential equations ensures certain stability properties, such as robustness to noise and low sensitivity to parameter changes, as shown in [38] , [39] .
Possible future research questions include probabilistic analysis (to extend the work in [38] ), the development of systematic training methods for parameter selection, the design of fast approximate numerical schemes, and the exploration of different features.
